This report details the generation and use of tree node ordering keys in a single relational database table. The keys for each node are calculated from the keys of its parent, in such a way that the sort order places every node in the tree before all of its descendants and after all siblings having a lower index. The calculation from parent keys to child keys is simple, and reversible in the sense that the keys of every ancestor of a node can be calculated from that node's keys without having to consult the database.
The nodes of trees keyed in this way are amenable to hierarchy painting predicates that are simple enough to be expressed in SQL.
For each of my ancestor nodes, LV anc < LV me < RV me < RV anc (1.1)
And so of course for each of my descendant nodes, LV me < LV desc < RV desc < RV me (1.2)
These predicates are useful in the database for determining the ancestor nodes of a given node, for determining the descendant nodes of a given node, and most importantly, for imposing an order of display of a result set that relates directly to the tree.
The immediate problem with this approach is that node insertion eventually requires subtrees to the right to be re-encoded.
Consider for example in the tree shown in Figure 1 , inserting another node [• 2
To make room for the keys of the new node that must satisfy the above predicates, all LV s and RV s in the tree having values greater than or equal to 7 must be incremented.
Rational numbers as nodes keys
Using rationals as keys obviates the problem with insertion into nested sets keyed on integer LV s and RV s. Within data representation limits, there will always be an arbitrary number of rational values between the rational key of any given node and the rational key of its next closest sibling. These rational values are available as keys for the descendants of that node.
[ 
Determining nv and dv
A finite continued fraction encoding of tree position provides a unique rational for each position in the tree. For example, the 3rd child of the 4th child of the 2nd top level position, is encoded as Tropashko recognises this and ensures that the encodings are always nicely expressed as their associated continued fraction descendant functions. The constraint placed on the form of our encoding allows us to use simple finite continued fractions instead.
The more difficult problem with the Tropashko encoding is that although the rational key of each descendant lies strictly between the keys of its parent and its parent's next sibling, they do not order monotonically. Every second row reverses the ordering. Notice the difference in direction between the inequalities in (1.7) and those in (1.6). This makes the order by clause over a database result set extremely difficult to phrase. It could be said that our encoding has reestablished monotonicity by leaving out every second row. Tropashko recognises the monotonicity problem in his later paper [Tro05] . A workaround using reverse continued fractions, different from our encoding, is suggested there. However imposing an order where a child key is greater than a parent key, corresponds to keys for earlier siblings being greater than more recent siblings.
2 Sibling quadruples 2.1 Next sibling numerator and denominator: snv and sdv
We find it expedient to store with each node, not only the nv and dv that define its rational key, but also the numerator and denominator of the node's next sibling, snv and sdv. These values will be used when searching for a nodes descendants as is hinted in Section 1.2. They are also seminally useful when determining the nv and dv of an inserted child node and, as explained in Section 3, when relocating subtrees.
The choice to keep snv and sdv with nv and dv diverges from common practice in the continued fractions literature of keeping the parent keys. It is our constraint on the form of continued fractions we employ that makes snv and sdv the preferred associated pair. The matrices we associate with tree nodes should not be confused with those often used in reasoning about continued fractions. In general, given the nv, dv, snv and sdv of a parent node p, we can determine the nv and dv of its c th child as follows:
A proof of (2.1) and (2.2) is provided in Section 4.
Since the next sibling of the c th child of node p, is the (c + 1) th child of node p, it follows that
A concrete example from values in Figure That is:
Tree hierarchy predicates
The predicates that can be used to filter ancestors of a given node or descendants of a given node are not quite as simple as those available when using LV s and RV s to key nodes. See Predicates (1.1) and (1.2).
For the encoding presented here, if a node, me, has keys, (nv me , dv me , snv me , sdv me ), then a node, anc, with keys, (nv anc , dv anc , snv anc , sdv anc ), is an ancestor of me iff:
and a node, desc, with keys, (nv desc , dv desc , snv desc , sdv desc ), is a descendant of me iff:
In practice, the predicate to filter ancestors is not used. This is because with the continued fractions encoding, the keys of all ancestors of a given node, η, can be calculated from the nv and dv keys of η.
There is rarely a need to use the inequalities of (2.5) to test whether a node is an ancestor of another node.
The source code for a SQL Server 2005 function to return the ancestors of a node indicated by argument numerator and denominator is provided in Figure 4 on page 7. This algorithm performs a simple root to leaf walk through the continued fraction encoding.
On the other hand, while in principle, calculation of descendants is possible, the (2.6) inequalities are used to filter descendant subtree searches since we would have to go to the database anyway to ask how many children each descendant has.
3 Transformations
Offspring transformation
If we draw the quadruple: (nv, dv, snv, sdv), as a 2 × 2 matrix: The equality shown in (3.4) is just an application of equations (2.1) through (2.4).
Because of equations (2.1) through (2.4), the matrix corresponding to each node in our tree is built of a product of transformations that lead back to the root of the tree. For example: An important observation in regard to performing calculations within the database is that the determinant of each of the factor matrices is either −1 or 1.
(3.8)
And so, the determinant of the product is
This property is used in Section 4 to show that each pair of nv and dv are relatively prime. This is as good a normal form as any. Which means that inverse transformations can be calculated in the database without the need to leave integer arithmetic. Inverse transformations are important to the process of moving subtrees.
Moving subtrees
If it is required to move a subtree from under the nth child of the node with matrix p 0 to under the mth child of the node with matrix p 1 , this can be achieved using the relatively immediate availability of the inverses of the matrices. Say an arbitrary node in that subtree is given by matrix M 0 , then there must be a ϕ such that
The left hand side of the equality (3.16) expresses the relocation of the subtree to the m th child of p 1 .
Simplifying:
Restating, when a subtree identified as the descendants of the nth child of the node with matrix p 0 is relocated to the subtree identified as the descendants of the mth child of the node with matrix p 1 , any descendant node having matrix M 0 before the relocation, will have matrix M 1 after, where M 1 is given by
4 Properties of the encoding 
It is accepted and used without proof that: For all a ∈ N such that a is a divisor of both nv m and dv m there must be b, c ∈ N such that nv m = a × b and dv m = a × c.
In which case,
It follows that for all a ∈ N such that a is a divisor of both nv m and dv m , a = 1, as required for (4.4).
The other gcd results (4.5), (4.6) and (4.7) are proven similarly, also using (4.8).
Theorem 4.2. 
Proof of Theorem 4.3
This proof is by induction over m, the depth of the tree.
Using Definition 4.1:
and for all δ ∈ R + ,
It is also useful to expand hypothesis (4.10), for m = 1:
Then,
as required to show (4.11) for n = 1.
And,
as required to show (4.12) for m = 1.
as required to show (4.13) for m = 1.
Inductive step
It is enough to show that for
and and
and It is useful to first calculate, using (4.25) and (4.21):
Consider then hypothesis (4.24), choosing N n+1 for ξ:
using the final equality at (4.26)
as required to show (4.18).
Again using the hypothesis (4.24), but this time choosing N n+1 + 1 for ξ:
sdv m+1 using the final equality at (4.26)
as required to show (4.19). by Definition 4.1 Proof of Theorem 4.4
Recalling calculation (4.8), given (4.27), it follows that:
Since each of dv m and sdv m is strictly positive, it follows that:
Or:
From which (4.28) is immediate. 
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